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Autumn’s Flavours Arrive at 360 Bar and Dining
Having sat at the helm of iconic Sydney restaurant 360 Bar and Dining for
over a year, Head Chef, Elton Inglis celebrates his new carefully curated
menu, showcasing the best of autumn’s produce.
The modern Australian menu continues to incorporate a European
influence, which Elton is well known for, aimed at providing an
exceptional dining experience.
Seasonal highlights of the menu include: smoked ham hock and foie gras
ballotine, ginger bread, picked shimejio and blackberry; Spanish
mackerel, zucchini, peperonata, black olive and tempura zucchini
flowers; and carrot cake financier, walnuts, golden raisins and cream
cheese ice cream.
360 Bar and Dining Head Chef, Elton Inglis ensures his menus deliver the
best tasting dishes, by letting the seasons produce be the hero.
“With each season comes an abundance of new produce to create colourful autumn dishes. For the best
impact of flavour, it is imperative to let the season’s produce be the hero. The protein is chosen based on
the key flavours brought out from the produce and also the texture required. Each dish has its own
individual look and feel, where diners will experience guaranteed colour on each plate.”
Having worked alongside high-profile chefs including Jamie Oliver and Gordon Ramsay, Elton’s food
philosophy of providing unique pairing of flavours and produce can always be expected throughout his
menus.
360 Bar and Dining, a Trippas White Group venue, is a preeminent restaurant and bar located in iconic
Sydney Tower. Offering unsurpassed 360 revolving views of Sydney and contemporary Australian cuisine
paired with a sophisticated wine list, matched with unwavering service, guests can indulge in a premium
dining experience.
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